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C H A P T E R 7

Inefficiency and
Intractability

or, You Can’t Always Get It Done Cheaply

. . . increased
abundantly,
and multiplied,
and grew exceedingly

EXODUS 1: 7

nor is this a work of
one day or two

EZRA 10: 13

In the previous chapter we saw that certain algorithmic problems admit solutions
that are far more time efficient than their naive counterparts. We saw, for example,
that it is possible to search a sorted list in logarithmic time, a result which, when
refined, implies that we can search for a name in a million-entry telephone book
with only 20 comparisons in the worst case, not a million. In a similar vein, sorting
an unsorted million-entry telephone book can be achieved with only several million
comparisons, not many billions, as there exist O(N ! log N ) sorting algorithms that
outperform the naive quadratic ones.

At this point, you may be unimpressed. You may claim to be sufficiently “rich”
to afford a million comparisons for searching a list. Or that a few extra seconds
of computer time makes no difference, and hence that linear search is just as good
as binary search. This argument gains credence on realizing that it is not a human
user, but a computer, that carries out the dull and unimaginative chore of leafing
through all the names in the book. A similar argument can be made for sorting too,
particularly if the application is such that sorting is to be carried out rarely, and the
lists to be sorted never contain more than, say, a million items.

Given this attitude, questions of algorithmic gaps become uninteresting too. Once
a reasonably good algorithm has been found for a pressing algorithmic problem, we
may not be interested in better algorithms or in proofs that they do not exist.

The purpose of this chapter is to show that the “let’s-put-up-with-what-we-have”
approach cannot always be adopted. We shall see that in many cases reasonable
algorithms, say linear or quadratic ones, do not exist at all. The best algorithms for
many important algorithmic problems will be shown to require formidable amounts
of time or memory space, rendering them quite useless.

! The Towers of Hanoi Revisited

Recall the Towers of Hanoi problem of Chapter 2, in which we were asked to
produce a sequence of one-ring moves to transfer N rings from one of three pegs
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to another according to certain rules (see Figure 2.7). You are encouraged to carry
out a simple time analysis of the recursive solution move described therein, similar
to the analysis carried out in Chapter 6 for the min&max routine. It will show that
the number of single-ring moves produced by the algorithm for the N -ring case, is
precisely 2N ! 1 that is, one less than 2 " 2 " 2 " . . . " 2, with the 2 appearing N
times. Since N appears in the exponent, such a function is called exponential. It
can be shown that 2N ! 1 is also a lower bound on the required number of moves
for solving the problem, so that our solution is really optimal and we cannot do any
better.1

Is this news good or bad? Well, to answer the question in an indirect way, if the
Hindu priests originally confronted with the 64-ring case were to brush up their act
and move a million rings every second, it would still take them more than half a
million years to complete the process! If, somewhat more realistically, they were to
move one ring every 10 seconds, it would take them well over five trillion years to
get the job done. No wonder they believed the world will end before then!

It seems, therefore, that the Towers of Hanoi problem, at least for 64 rings or
more, is hopelessly time consuming. While this statement appears hard to contest,
it might cause the feeling that the difficulty stems from the desire to output the
entire sequence of moves, and since hopelessly many moves are required, it will
obviously take hopelessly long to find them and print them all out. We might be
tempted, therefore, to expect such devastating time performance to occur only for
problems whose outputs are unreasonably lengthy.

To convince ourselves that this is not so, it is instructive to consider yes/no
problems; that is, algorithmic problems that do not produce any “real” outputs
except a “yes” or a “no.” These are sometimes called decision problems, as their
purpose is merely to decide whether a certain property holds for their inputs. Most
of this chapter (and the next) will be devoted to decision problems.

! The Monkey Puzzle Problem: An Example

At some point in life, you may have encountered one or more versions of the very
frustrating monkey puzzle (see Figure 7.1). It involves nine square cards whose sides
are imprinted with the upper and lower halves of colored monkeys. The objective is
to arrange the cards in the form of a 3 by 3 square such that halves match and colors
are identical wherever edges meet.

In the general algorithmic problem associated with this puzzle, we are given
(descriptions of ) N cards, where N is some square number, say, N is M2, and the
problem calls for exhibiting, if possible, an M by M square arrangement of the N
cards, so that colors and halves behave as stated. We shall assume that the cards
are oriented, meaning that the edges have fixed directions, “up,” “down,” “right,”
and “left,” so that they are not to be rotated. We shall concentrate on the seemingly
easier yes/no version, that simply asks whether any such M by M arrangement
exists, without asking for one to actually be exhibited.

1 Incidentally, the iterative solution presented in Chapter 5 and the recursive one of Chapter 2 produce
exactly the same sequence of 2N ! 1 moves.
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Figure 7.1

A 3-by-3 instance of
the monkey puzzle.

A naive solution to the problem is not too hard to come by. We need only observe
that each input involves only finitely many cards, and that there are only finitely
many locations to fill with them. Hence, there are only finitely many different ways
of arranging the input cards into an M by M square. Moreover, a given arrangement
can easily be tested for legality (that is, that all input cards are indeed used, and that
halves and colors match) by simply considering each card and each of the meeting
edges in turn. Consequently, an algorithm can be designed to work its way through
all possible arrangements, stopping and saying “yes” if the arrangement at hand is
legal, and stopping and saying “no” if all arrangements have been considered, and
they have all been found to be illegal. Of course, it is possible to make this approach
somewhat less brute-force, by avoiding the need to explicitly check extensions of a
partial arrangement that has already been shown to be illegal. Some bookkeeping
is required to make sure that all possible arrangements are indeed considered and
that none is considered twice, but we shall not dwell on the details of the algorithm
here—we are more interested in its time performance.

Let us assume that N is 25, meaning that the final square is to be of size 5 by 5.
Let us also assume that we have a computer capable of constructing and evaluating
a billion arrangements every second (that is, one arrangement every nanosecond),
including all the bookkeeping involved. This is quite a reasonable assumption, given
today’s computers. The question is: how long will the algorithm take in the worst
case (which is when there is no legal arrangement, so that all possible arrangements
are checked)?

If we arbitrarily number the locations in a 5 by 5 grid, there are obviously 25
possibilities for choosing a card to be placed in the first location. Having placed
some card in that location, there are 24 cards to choose from for the second location,
23 for the third, and so on. The total number of arrangements can, therefore, reach:

25 ! 24 ! 23 ! . . . ! 3 ! 2 ! 1

a number denoted by 25! and called 25 factorial. What is astonishing is the size
of this innocent-looking number; it contains 26 digits, a fact that does not seem
alarming until we realize that our billion-arrangements-per-second computer will
take well over 490 million years to work its way through all 25! arrangements. If
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Arrangements always exist

(a)

Arrangements never exist

(b)

Figure 7.2

Trivial monkey
puzzles.

we simply increase the size of the square by one, going from a 5 by 5 square to a
6 by 6 one, so that N is 36, things become a lot worse. The time it would take to
go through all 36! values would be unimaginably long, far, far, FAR longer than the
time that has elapsed since the Big Bang.

Obviously, particular monkey card puzzles can be prepared in ways that make
life easy. (To give a couple of extreme examples, if all cards are either identical to
the one in Figure 7.2(a) or identical to that in Figure 7.2(b), the question has trivial
answers.) Moreover, the smarter version of the algorithm, that does not consider
extensions of illegal partial arrangements, will perform much better for many input
puzzles. However, worst-case analysis is the name of our game. The puzzle designer
actually strives for sets of cards that admit many partial solutions (in which portions
of the square are legally covered with cards), but only very few complete solutions—
maybe only one. This is what prevents the problem from admitting fast and easy
solutions. Hence, even the less naive version of the algorithm will exhibit similarly
disastrous worst-case behavior.

The brute-force solution, therefore, is quite useless, even for a very small 5 by
5 version (or, say, a 10 by 10 version if the less naive version is used, and we are
willing to make do with average-case performance). If you are now expecting a truly
clever solution to be presented, which would show how to really solve the problem
in a useful way, you are in for a disappointment. The only known solutions that are
better than the ones discussed are not sufficiently better as to be reasonable; if N is
25 they would still require, in the worst case, many, many of years of computation
for a single instance, and if N is 36, well, . . . forget it . . .

Is there some hidden solution to the monkey puzzle problem, one that would be
practical for a reasonable number of cards, say up to 225? By this we mean to ask if
there is some easy way of solving the problem, which we have not yet discovered.
Perhaps there is an arrangement precisely when the number of distinct cards is a
multiple of 17, for some strange reason. The answer to this question is “probably
not, but we are not quite sure.” We shall discuss this matter further after examining
the general behavior of such impractical algorithms as the one just described.

! Reasonable vs. Unreasonable Time

The factorial function N ! grows at a rate that is orders of magnitude larger than
the growth rate of any of the functions mentioned in previous chapters. It grows
much, much faster than linear or quadratic functions, for example, and, in fact,
easily dwarfs all functions of the form N K , for any fixed K . It is true that N 1000,
for example, is larger than N ! for many values of N (for all N up to 1165, to be
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N              20 60 100 300 1000

100 300 500 1500 5000

86 354 665 2469 9966

400 3600 10,000 90,000 1 million
(7 digits)

8000 216,000 1 million
(7 digits)
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1 billion
(10 digits)
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Figure 7.3

Some values of some
functions. For
comparison: the
number of protons in
the known universe
has 79 digits; the
number of
nanoseconds since the
Big Bang has 27 digits.

precise). However, for any K , there is some value of N (1165, if K is 1000) beyond
which the function N ! leaves N K far behind, very, very quickly.

Other functions exhibit similarly unacceptable growth rates. For example, the
function N N , denoting N ! N ! N ! . . . ! N with N occurrences of N , grows
even faster than N !. The function 2N , that is, 2 ! 2 ! 2 ! . . . ! 2, with N occur-
rences of 2, grows slower than N !, but is also considered a “bad” function; it still
grows much faster than the N K functions. If N is 20 the value of 2N is about a
million, and if N is 30 it is about a billion. (This is because 2N relates to N precisely
as N does to log2 N .) If N is 300 the number 2N is billions of times larger than the
number of protons in the entire known universe. Figures 7.3 and 7.4 illustrate the
relative growth rates of some of these functions.

A striking illustration of the differences between these functions is in the running
times of algorithms. Figure 7.5 gives the actual running times of several hypothetical
algorithms for the monkey puzzle problem for various values of N . It is assumed that
the algorithms are run on a computer capable of carrying out a billion instructions per
second (that is, one instruction per nanosecond). As can be seen, even the smallest
of the “bad” functions appearing therein, 2N , might require 400 billion centuries for
a single instance of the 10 by 10 problem! For functions like N ! or N N , the time is
unimaginably worse.

These facts lead to a fundamental classification of functions into “good” and “bad”
ones. The distinction to be made is between polynomial and super-polynomial
functions. For our purposes a polynomial function of N is one which is bounded
from above by N K for some fixed K (meaning, essentially, that it is no greater
in value than N K for all values of N from some point on). All others are super-
polynomial. Thus, logarithmic, linear, and quadratic functions, for example, are
polynomial, whereas ones like 1.001N + N 6, 5N , N N , and N ! are exponential
or worse. Although there are functions, like N log2 N for example, that are super-
polynomial but not quite exponential, and others, like N N , that are super-exponential,
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current practice will be followed in abusing the terminology slightly by using “ex-
ponential” as a synonym for “super-polynomial” in the sequel.

An algorithm whose order-of-magnitude time performance is bounded from
above by a polynomial function of N , where N is the size of its inputs, is
called a polynomial-time algorithm, and will be referred to here as a reasonable
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Time consumption of
hypothetical solutions
to the monkey puzzle
problem (assuming
one instruction per
nanosecond). For
comparison: the Big
Bang was 13–15
billion years ago.
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intractable
problems

tractable
problems

Problems not admitting
reasonable algorithms

Problems  admitting
reasonable (polynomial-time)

algorithms

Figure 7.6

The sphere of
algorithmic problems:
Version I.

algorithm. Similarly, an algorithm that, in the worst case, requires super-polynomial,
or exponential time, will be called unreasonable.

As far as the algorithmic problem is concerned, a problem that admits a reasonable
or polynomial-time solution is said to be tractable, whereas a problem that admits
only unreasonable or exponential-time solutions is termed intractable.

The discussion and examples surrounding Figures 7.3–7.5 are intended to support
this distinction. In general, intractable problems require impractically large amounts
of time even on relatively small inputs, whereas tractable problems admit algorithms
that are practical for reasonably-sized inputs. We might be justified in questioning
the wisdom of drawing the line between good and bad precisely where we did. As
already mentioned, an N 1000 algorithm (which is reasonable by our definition, since
N 1000 is a polynomial function) is worse than a very unreasonable N ! algorithm for
inputs under size 1165, and the turning point is much larger if N 1000 is compared, say,
with the slower growing exponential function 1.001N . Nevertheless, the majority of
unreasonable algorithms are really useless, and most reasonable ones are sufficiently
useful to warrant the distinction made. In fact, the vast majority of polynomial-time
algorithms for practical problems feature an exponent of N that is no more than 5 or
6. In Chapter 9 evidence will be presented to the effect that the dichotomy introduced
here is actually extremely robust, even more so than the ignoring of constants that
comes with the use of the big-O notation.2

The sphere of all algorithmic problems can therefore be divided into two major
classes as illustrated in Figure 7.6. The dividing line embodies one of the most im-
portant classifications in the theory of algorithmic complexity. In Chapter 8 another,
even more fundamental, line will be drawn.

! !

! More on the Monkey Puzzle Problem

The monkey puzzle problem is really worse than anything we have seen so far. It asks
only for a simple yes/no answer, yet even when using the best-known algorithms

2 There is a possibility of a dent in this robustness. It concerns the relatively new and exciting area
of quantum computing, discussed in Chapter 10, which could possibly lead to intractable problems
becoming tractable. Why we are being so careful in the wording of this footnote, will be explained
there. However, even if this does happen it is still a very long way off, so for now we shall proceed with
the knowledge that tractability is a strong and robust notion, insensitive to anything we know about
now.
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we could spend our entire lifetime on a single, very small instance of the problem
and never find out the correct answer. A problem for which there is no known
polynomial-time algorithm is thus not much better than a problem for which there
is no known algorithm at all. The crucial question here is whether there really is no
reasonable solution; in other words, is the monkey puzzle problem really intractable?

To sharpen our understanding of the situation, let us focus on several possibly
bothersome issues.

1. Computers are becoming faster by the week. Over the past 10 years or so computer
speed has increased roughly by a factor of 50. Perhaps obtaining a practical
solution to the problem is just a question of awaiting an additional improvement
in computer speed.

2. Doesn’t the fact that we have not found a better algorithm for this problem
indicate our incompetence at devising efficient algorithms? Shouldn’t computer
scientists be working at trying to improve the situation rather than spending their
time writing books about it?

3. Haven’t people tried to look for an exponential-time lower bound on the problem,
so that we might have a proof that no reasonable algorithm exists?

4. Maybe the whole issue is not worth the effort, as the monkey puzzle problem is
just one specific problem. It might be a colorful one, but it certainly doesn’t look
like a very important one.

These points are well taken, but the following unusual situation provides answers
to them all. First of all, let us do away with objection number (1). Figure 7.7 shows
that even if the fastest computer were to be made 1000 times faster, a 2N algorithm
for the monkey puzzle problem would be able, in a given time frame (say, an hour),
to cope with only about 10 more cards than it can today. In contrast, if the algorithm
were to take time N it could cope with 1000 times the number of cards it can today.
Hence, improving the computer’s speed by a mere constant factor, even a large one,
will improve things, but if the algorithm is exponential then it will do so only in a
very insignificant way.

Let us now relate to point (4)—the two other points are treated implicitly later. It
so happens that the monkey puzzle problem is not alone. There are other problems
in the same boat. Moreover, the boat is large, impressive, and many-sided. The
monkey puzzle problem is just one of close to 1000 diverse algorithmic problems,
all of which exhibit precisely the same phenomena. They all admit unreasonable,
exponential-time solutions, but none of them is known to admit reasonable ones.

Function

N

N2

2N

A

B

C

100 ! A

10 ! B

C + 6.64

1000 ! A

31.6 ! B

C + 9.97

with today’s
computer

with computer
100 times faster

with computer
1000 times faster

Maximal number of cards solvable in one hour:
Figure 7.7

Algorithmic
improvements
resulting from
improvements in
computer speed.
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Moreover, no one has been able to prove that any of them require super-polynomial
time. In fact, the best-known lower bounds on most of the problems in this class are
O(N ), meaning that it is conceivable (though unlikely) that they admit very efficient
linear-time algorithms.

We shall denote this class of problems NPC, standing for the NP-complete prob-
lems, as explained later. The algorithmic gap associated with the problems in NPC
is thus enormous. Their lower bounds are linear, and their upper bounds exponen-
tial! The issue is not whether we spend linear or quadratic time in solving them,
or whether we need 20 comparisons for a search or a million. It boils down to the
ultimate question of whether we can or cannot solve these problems for even reason-
ably small inputs on even the largest and most powerful computers. It is as simple
as that. The location of these algorithmic problems in the sphere of Figure 7.6 is
thus unknown, since their upper and lower bounds lie on either side of the dividing
line.

There are two additional properties that characterize the special class NPC, and
which make it all the more remarkable. However, before discussing them, it should
be stressed that the class NPC contains an ever-growing diversity of algorithmic
problems, arising in such areas as combinatorics, operations research, economics,
graph theory, game theory, and logic. It is worth looking at some of the other
problems found there.

! Two-Dimensional Arrangement Problems

Some of the most appealing problems in NPC are arrangement problems derived
from two-dimensional puzzles like the monkey puzzle. Other good examples are
those puzzles, sometimes handed out on airlines, which involve a number of irregular
shapes that are to be arranged into a rectangle (see Figure 7.8). The general decision
problem calls for deciding whether N given shapes can be arranged into a rectangle,
and is in NPC. One reason for the apparent absence of a fast solution is rooted in the
existence of many different partial solutions that cannot be extended to complete
ones. Sometimes an arrangement puzzle admits only one complete solution.

Figure 7.8

An airline puzzle.
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Consider ordinary jigsaw puzzles. They admit virtually no partial solutions except
as parts of the unique final solution. Adding a piece to a partially solved jigsaw puzzle
is usually just a matter of running through all unused pieces and finding the single
piece that will fit. This is a consequence of either the unique shapes of the jigs and
jags on individual pieces, or the heterogeneous character of the picture to be formed,
or of both. Therefore, as we can verify, an ordinary, “well-behaved” jigsaw puzzle
with N pieces can be solved in quadratic time.

However, anyone who has ever labored on a jigsaw puzzle containing lots of
sky, sea, or desert knows that not all jigsaw puzzles are that easy. (In such puzzles
several parts might appear to fit perfectly in a given place, and some undoing of partial
solutions will be necessary in order to obtain a full solution.) A general jigsaw-based
algorithmic problem has to cope with all possible input puzzles, including those that
involve less heterogeneous pictures and whose pieces contain many identical jigs
and jags. The general N -piece jigsaw problem also turns out to be in the class NPC.
In essence, it is just the monkey puzzle problem or the irregular shapes problem in
disguise.

! Path-Finding Problems

In Chapter 4 two problems were described, both concerned with finding certain
structures of minimal cost in city networks. They involved, respectively, lazy railroad
contractors (finding minimal spanning trees) and weary travelers (finding shortest
paths). A city network is a graph consisting of N points (the cities), and edges with
associated costs (these are the distances between cities). The time behavior of both
the algorithms presented in Chapter 4 is quadratic, and therefore both problems are
tractable.

Here is another problem, which at first sight looks very similar to the other two. It
involves a traveling salesman who has to visit each of the cities in a given network
before returning to his starting point, whence his trip is complete. The algorithmic
problem asks for the cheapest route, namely for a closed tour that passes through
each of the nodes in the graph and whose total cost (that is, the sum of the distances
labeling the edges) is minimal. Figure 7.9 shows a six-city network, in which such
an optimal tour is shown.

3

3

3

3

6

5

6

4

4 4
9 8

10

57 7
7

(not drawn to scale) Total cost: 28

Figure 7.9

A city network and a
minimal round tour.
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In the yes/no version the inputs include a number K besides the city graph G,
and the decision problem asks simply whether there is a tour of G with total cost of
no more than K . Thus, for the graph of Figure 7.9, the answer would be “yes” if K
is 30, but “no” if K is 27.

Despite its somewhat playful description, the traveling salesman problem, like
the minimal spanning tree and shortest path problems, is not a toy example. Its
variants arise in the design of telephone networks and integrated circuits, in planning
construction lines, and in the programming of industrial robots, to mention but a
few applications. In all of these, the ability to find inexpensive tours of the graphs
in question can be quite crucial.

Again, a naive exponential-time solution is easy to come by. Just consider all
possible tours, stopping and saying “yes” if the cost of the tour at hand is no more
than K , and “no” if all tours have been considered but have all been found to cost
more than K . This is actually an O(N !) algorithm. (Why?) Again, even the case
where N is 25 is simply hopeless, and we must realize that while for a traveling
salesman with a suitcase full of bits and pieces 25 cities might sound a lot, it is an
almost laughable number for the kind of real-world applications mentioned above.
The fact is that the traveling salesman problem is also in NPC, rendering the problem
insolvable in practice, as far as we know.

It is worth briefly considering some other path-finding problems. Let us see what
happens when we leave out edge lengths altogether. Given a graph consisting of
points and edges, we can ask simply whether there exists a path, any path, that passes
through all points exactly once. Such paths are termed Hamiltonian. Figure 7.10(a)
shows a graph that has no Hamiltonian path, and Figure 7.10(b) shows how the
addition of a single edge can change the situation. Although seemingly much easier,
this problem is also in NPC. There is a simple exponential-time algorithm that checks
all N ! paths, searching for one that reaches each point once, but no one knows of a
polynomial-time solution.

Curiously enough, if we are after a path that is to pass through all edges ex-
actly once, rather than all points, the story is quite different. Such paths are termed
Eulerian, and Figure 7.11 is an Eulerian analog of Figure 7.10. At first glance it
seems that there is no better way to find an Eulerian path than to similarly go through
every possible path. (In the worst case there are about (N 2)! of them. Why?) However,

(a) (b)

Has no Hamiltonian path
without the additional edge

A Hamiltonian path

Figure 7.10

Hamiltonian paths.
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Has no Eulerian path without
the additional edge

An Eulerian path

(a) (b)

Figure 7.11

Eulerian paths.

a simple but rather clever polynomial-time solution to the Eulerian path problem
was found in 1736 by the great Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler. The solution
is obtained by showing that a graph contains an Eulerian path precisely when it
satisfies the following two properties: (1) it is connected (that is, any point is reach-
able from any other), and (2) the number of edges emanating from any point (with
the possible exception of two points) is even. Accordingly, an algorithm need only
check whether an input graph satisfies these properties. Checking for the second is
trivial, and the first can easily be shown to admit a fast algorithm, one that is actually
linear in the number of edges.

! Scheduling and Matching Problems

Many NPC problems are concerned, in one way or another, with scheduling or
matching. For example, suppose we are given the particular hours that each of
N teachers is available, and the particular hours that each of M classes can be
scheduled. In addition, we are given the number of hours each of the teachers has
to teach each of the classes. The timetable problem asks whether it is possible to
match teachers, classes, and hours so that all the given constraints are met, so that
no two teachers teach the same class at the same time, and so that no two classes
are taught by the same teacher at the same time.

The timetable problem also belongs to the special class NPC. Other matching
problems in NPC involve fitting loads of various sizes into trucks with various
capacities (sometimes called the bin-packing problem), or assigning students to
dormitory rooms in a way that satisfies certain constraints.

It must be emphasized that many other scheduling and matching problems are
quite tractable, as is the case with arrangements, path finding problems, and so on.

! Determining Logical Truth

One of the best-known problems in NPC involves determining the truth or falsity
of sentences in a simple logical formalism called the propositional calculus. In
this language, we are allowed to combine symbols denoting elementary assertions
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into more complex assertions, using the logical connectives & (denoting “and”), !
(denoting “or”), " (“not”), and # (“implies”). Thus, for example, the sentence:

"(E # F) & (F ! (D # "E))

states that (1) it is not the case that the truth of E implies the truth of F , and (2)
either F is true or the truth of D implies the falsity of E .

The algorithmic problem calls for determining the satisfiability of such sentences.
In other words, given a sentence as an input, we want to know whether it is possible
to assign “true” or “false” to the basic assertions appearing in it, so that the entire
sentence will turn out to be true. An assignment of truth values to the basic assertions
is called a truth assignment. In the example, we can fix E to be true and D and
F to be false. This will cause (1) to be true because E is true but F is not, so that
E cannot imply F . Also, (2) is true, despite F’s falsity, by virtue of D’s falsity.3

Hence, the sample sentence is satisfiable. You might want to verify that the similar
sentence:

"((D & E) # F) & (F ! (D # "E))

is unsatisfiable; there is no way to assign truth values to D, E , and F that will make
this sentence true.

It is not too difficult to come up with an exponential-time algorithm for the
satisfiability problem, where N is the number of distinct elementary assertions in the
input sentence. We simply try out all possible truth assignments. There are precisely
2N of them (why?), and it is easy to test the truth of the formula with respect to each
one of these truth assignments in time that is polynomial in N . Consequently, the
entire algorithm runs in exponential time. Unfortunately, the satisfiability problem
for the propositional calculus is also in NPC, so that the naive exponential-time
algorithm is, in essence, the best known. It is impossible, as far as is known at
present, to check algorithmically whether even quite short sentences can be made
true.

! Coloring Maps and Graphs

In Chapter 5 we described the four-color theorem, which proves that any map of
countries can be colored using only four colors in such a way that no two adjacent
countries are colored the same (see Figure 5.11). It follows that the algorithmic
problem of determining whether a given map can be four-colored, as this kind of
process is termed, is trivial: on any input map the answer is simply “yes.” The very
same problem, but where only two colors are allowed, is not very hard either. A map
can be two-colored exactly when it contains no point that is the junction of an odd
number of countries (why?), and this property is easy to check for.

Note that the number of colors is not taken here as part of the input. We are
discussing the algorithmic problems obtained by fixing the number of colors allowed,
and asking whether an input country map can be colored with that fixed number.
As we have shown, the cases of two and four colors are trivial. The interesting case

3 A false assertion implies anything. The sentence “if I am an alligator then so are you” is true by virtue
of my not being an alligator, regardless of your own standing.
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is that of three colors. Determining whether a map can be three-colored is in NPC,
meaning that we know of only unreasonable solutions, thus making the problem
unsolvable in practice except for extremely small numbers of countries.

A related problem involves coloring graphs. The coloring rule here is similar
to that of map coloring, except that nodes (points in the graph) play the role of
countries. No two neighboring nodes (that is, nodes connected by an edge) may be
monochromatic. In contrast to country maps, whose flatness restricts the possible
configurations of bordering countries, any node in a graph can be connected by edges
to any other. It is easy to construct graphs that require large numbers of colors. A
graph containing K nodes, each connected to all others, clearly requires K colors.
Such a graph is called a clique. The algorithmic problem asks for the minimal
number of colors required to color a given graph. The yes/no version, which asks if
the graph can be colored with K colors, where K is part of the input, is also in NPC,
and hence is not known to have a reasonable solution. Since the original version is
at least as hard as the yes/no version (why?), it too is not known to be solvable in
reasonable time.

! !

! Short Certificates and Magic Coins

All these NPC problems seem to require, as part of their inherent nature, that we try
out partial matchings, partial truth assignments, partial arrangements, or partial
colorings, and that we continuously extend them in the hope of reaching a final
complete solution. When a partial solution cannot be extended, we apparently have
to backtrack; that is, to undo things already done, in preparation for trying an
alternative. If this process is carried out carefully no possible solution is missed, but
an exponential amount of time is required in the worst case.

Thus, given an input to an NPC problem, it appears to be extremely hard to
tell whether the answer to the question embodied in the problem is a “yes” or a
“no.” However, it is interesting that in all these problems if the answer happens to be
“yes” there is an easy way to convince someone of it. There is a so-called certificate,
which contains conclusive evidence to the effect that the answer is indeed “yes.”
Furthermore, this certificate can always be made reasonably short. Its size can always
be bounded by a polynomial in N . (In fact, most often it is linear in N .)

For example, as discussed earlier, it seems to be notoriously difficult to tell whether
a graph contains a Hamiltonian path, or whether it contains one whose length is no
greater than some given number K . On the other hand, if such a path indeed exists,
it can be exhibited (as in Figures 7.9 and 7.10) and easily checked to be of the
desired kind, thus serving as an excellent proof that the answer is “yes.” Similarly,
although it is difficult to find a truth assignment that satisfies a sentence in the
propositional calculus, it is easy to certify its satisfiability, by simply exhibiting
an assignment that satisfies it. Moreover, it is easy to verify in polynomial time
that this particular truth assignment does the job. In a similar vein, exhibiting a
legal arrangement of monkey puzzle cards serves as conclusive evidence that the
corresponding algorithmic problem says “yes” when applied to the puzzle as an
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input. Here, too, the legality of the arrangement (colors and halves match) can be
verified easily in polynomial time.

Figuring out whether an NPC problem says “yes” to an input is thus hard, but
certifying that it indeed does, when it does, is easy.

There is another way of describing this phenomenon. Assume we have a very
special magic coin, to be used in the backtracking procedure just described. When-
ever it is possible to extend a partial solution in two ways (for example, two monkey
cards can be legally placed at a currently empty location, or the next assertion sym-
bol can be assigned “true” or “false”), the coin is flipped and the choice is made
according to the outcome. However, the coin does not fall at random; it possesses
magical insight, always indicating the best possibility. The coin will always select
a possibility that leads to a complete solution, if there is a complete solution. (If
both possibilities lead to complete solutions, or if neither does, the coin acts like a
normal random coin.)

Technically, we say that algorithms that use such magic coins are nondetermin-
istic, in that they always “guess” which of the available options is better, rather than
having to employ some deterministic procedure to go through them all. Somehow,
they always manage to make the right choice. Clearly, if algorithms were allowed
to exploit such magical nondeterminism we might have been able to improve the
solutions to certain algorithmic problems, since the work associated with trying
out possibilities is avoided. For the NPC problems this improvement is not at all
marginal: every NPC problem has a polynomial-time nondeterministic algorithm.
This fact can be proved by showing that the “short” certificates discussed above
correspond directly to the polynomial-time “magical” executions; all we have to do
is follow the instructions of the magic coin and when we have a complete candidate
solution simply check whether it is legal. Since the coin always indicates the best
possibility, we can safely say “no” if the candidate solution is in violation of the
rules. A legal solution would have been found by the coin if one existed.

Thus, NPC problems are apparently intractable, but become “tractable” by using
magical nondeterminism. This explains part of the acronym NPC: the N and P stand
for Nondeterministic Polynomial-time, so that a problem is said to be in NP if it
admits a short certificate. We now turn to the C, which stands for “Complete.”

! NP-Completeness: Standing or Falling Together

Besides admitting deterministic solutions that take unreasonable time, and “mag-
ical,” nondeterministic ones that take reasonable time, NPC problems have an ad-
ditional, most remarkable, property. Each one’s fate is tightly bound to that of all
the others. Either all NPC problems are tractable, or none of them is! The term
“complete” is used to signify this additional property, so that, as mentioned, the
problems in NPC are known as the NP-complete problems.

Let us sharpen this statement. If someone were to find a polynomial-time algo-
rithm for any single NP-complete problem, there would immediately be polynomial-
time algorithms for all of them. This implies the dual fact: if someone were to prove
an exponential-time lower bound for any NP-complete problem, establishing that
it cannot be solved in polynomial time, it would follow immediately that no such
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problem can be solved in polynomial time. In terms of Figure 7.6, it is not known
on which side of the line the NP-complete problems belong, but it is known that
they all belong on the same side.

This is the ultimate in solidarity, and it is not a conjecture—it has been proved:
all the NP-complete problems stand or fall together. We just don’t know which one
it is. Paraphrasing the brave old Duke of York, we might say:

And when they are up they are up
And when they are down they are down

And since they can’t be halfway up
They are either up or down

How do we prove such a sweeping claim? Recall that close to 1000 different
problems in diverse areas are known to be NP-complete!

The concept that is used to establish this stand-or-fall-together phenomenon is that
of a polynomial-time reduction. Given two NP-complete problems, a polynomial-
time reduction is an algorithm that runs in polynomial time, and reduces one problem
to the other, in the following sense. If someone comes along with an input X to the
first problem and wants the “yes” or “no” answer, we use the algorithm to transform
X into an input Y to the second problem, in such a way that the second problem’s
answer to Y is precisely the first problem’s answer to X .

For example, it is quite easy to reduce the Hamiltonian path problem to the
traveling salesman problem.4 Given a graph G with N nodes, construct a traveling
salesman network T as follows. The nodes of T are precisely the nodes of G, but
edges are drawn between every two nodes, assigning cost 1 to an edge if it was present
in the original graph G, and 2 if it was not. Figure 7.12 illustrates the transformation.
It is not too difficult to see that T has a traveling salesman tour of length N + 1 or
less (passing once through each point) precisely if G contains a Hamiltonian path.
Thus, to answer questions about the existence of Hamiltonian paths, take the input
graph G and carry out the transformation to T . Then ask whether T has a traveling

4 Here we take the version of the traveling salesman problem that forbids tours to pass through points
more than once.
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salesman tour that is no longer than N + 1, where N is the number of nodes in
G. The answer to the first question on G is “yes” precisely when the answer to
the second question on T is “yes.” Notice, too, that the transformation takes only a
polynomial amount of time.

Why is this fact of interest? Because it shows that, in terms of tractability, the
Hamiltonian path problem is no worse than the traveling salesman problem; if the
latter has a reasonable solution then so does the former. Figure 7.13 illustrates how
the reduction is used to obtain a reasonable Hamiltonian path algorithm from a
(hypothetical) reasonable traveling salesman algorithm.

Now comes the fact that establishes the common fate phenomenon of the NP-
complete problems: every NP-complete problem is polynomially reducible to every
other! Consequently, tractability of one implies tractability of all, and intractability
of one implies intractability of all.

It is interesting that to establish a newly-considered problem R as NP-complete we
need not construct polynomial-time reductions between R and all other NP-complete
problems. It suffices, in fact, to polynomially reduce R to a single problem already
known to be NP-complete, call it Q, and to reduce another such problem (possibly
the same one), call it S, to R. The first of these reductions shows that, in terms of
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tractability, R cannot be any worse than Q, and the second shows that it cannot be
any better than S. Thus, if Q is tractable so is R, and if R is tractable so is S. But
since Q and S are both NP-complete, they stand and fall together, hence R stands
and falls with them too, implying its own NP-completeness. It follows that once we
know of one NP-complete problem we can show that others are NP-complete too
by using the reduction mechanism twice for each new candidate problem. Actually,
in practice one carries out only the second of these reductions. To establish the
fact that R cannot be any worse than the NP-complete problems, that is, it is in
NP, it is usually easier to exhibit a short certificate or a polynomial-time magical
nondeterministic algorithm than to explicitly reduce R to some known NP-complete
problem. Also, to show that a problem R is complete in NP, we do not necessarily
need a problem previously shown to be NP-complete. Instead, we can use a general
argument to show that every problem in NP can be polynomially reduced to R.

Now, clearly all this had to start somewhere; there had to be a first problem
proved to be NP-complete. Indeed, in 1971 the satisfiability problem for the propo-
sitional calculus was shown to be NP-complete, thus providing the anchor for NP-
completeness proofs. The result, known as Cook’s theorem, is considered to be
one of the most important results in the theory of algorithmic complexity. Its proof
relies on concepts we shall discuss in Chapter 9.

! Reducing Oranges to Apples

Polynomial-time reductions between NP-complete problems can be far subtler than
the one just given. While it is not at all clear what timetables and monkey puzzles
have to do with each other, we know that there must be a reduction between them,
for they are both NP-complete. Since a new problem requires only one reduction in
each direction, often the best-known reduction between two problems consists of a
chain of reductions leading through several other NP-complete problems.

It would be fruitless to tire you with one of the really difficult cases, so here is
an example of a reduction that is not too difficult but not quite trivial either. We
show how to reduce the problem of three-coloring a map to that of satisfiability in
the propositional calculus. This establishes that the former cannot be any worse, in
terms of tractability, than the latter. Specifically, we have to describe an algorithm that
inputs the description of some arbitrary map M , and outputs a propositional sentence
F , such that M can be three-colored if, and only if, F is satisfiable. Furthermore, the
algorithm must run in polynomial time, which, among other things, implies that the
number of symbols in the formula F is allowed to be at most polynomially more than
the number of countries in M .

Let M be a given map, assumed to involve the countries C1, . . . , CN . We shall
describe the sentence F , and argue that its size is polynomial in N . You should
be able to see quite easily how this can be turned into a general polynomial-time
algorithm that works for every M .

! Assuming the three colors are R, B, and Y (red, blue, and yellow), the sentence F
involves 3N elementary assertions, one for each combination of color and country. The
assertion “CI -is-Y ”, for example, is intended to mean that country CI is colored yellow.
We construct F by “and”-ing together two parts.
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The first part asserts that each country is colored with exactly one of the three colors,
no more and no less. It consists of “and”-ing together the following subsentences for each
country CI :

((CI -is-R & !CI -is-B & !CI -is-Y )

" (CI -is-B & !CI -is-R & !CI -is-Y )

" (CI -is-Y & !CI -is-B & !CI -is-R))

meaning that CI is colored red and not blue or yellow, or blue and not red or yellow,
or yellow and not blue or red. The second part is obtained by identifying all pairs of
countries CI and CJ that are adjacent in the map M , and “and”-ing together the following
subsentences for each such pair, asserting that the two countries are not colored with the
same color:

!((CI -is-R & CJ -is-R)

" (CI -is-B & CJ -is-B)

" (CI -is-Y & CJ -is-Y ))

meaning that it is not the case that both CI and CJ are colored red, or both are colored
blue, or both are colored yellow.

How long is the sentence F? The first part is linear in N , since it contains one subsen-
tence of fixed length for each country CI . The second is no worse than quadratic in N ,
since it contains one fixed-length subsentence for each pair of adjacent countries I and
J , and there can be no more than N 2 pairs. Hence, clearly F is polynomial in N .

It remains to show that F is satisfiable if, and only if, M is three-colorable. To prove
this, we proceed in both directions. If M is three-colorable by some coloring scheme S
(which, it can be assumed, involves the colors red, blue, and yellow), we can satisfy F
simply by assigning “true” to the elementary assertion CI -is-X if the scheme S calls for
coloring country CI with color X , and “false” otherwise. It is easy to see that all parts
of F are thus satisfied. Conversely, if F is satisfied by some truth assignment S, then M
can be colored with three colors by assigning color X to country CI precisely when the
assignment S assigns “true” to the assertion CI -is-X . The construction of F guarantees
that each country is colored with exactly one color, and that there are no conflicts. This
concludes the reduction.

! Is P Equal to NP?

Just as NP stands for the class of problems that admit nondeterministic polyno-
mial-time algorithms, P stands for what we have been calling tractable problems;
namely, those that admit polynomial-time algorithms. The large class of problems
we have been extensively discussing, the NP-complete problems, are the “hardest”
problems in NP, in the sense that there are polynomial-time reductions from every
problem in NP to each of them. If one of them turns out to be easy, that is, in P, then
all problems in NP are also in P. Now, since obviously P is part of NP (why?), the
question really boils down to whether P is equal to NP or not.
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The P = NP? problem, as it is called, has been open since it was posed in
1971, and is one of the most difficult unresolved problems in computer science.
It is definitely the most intriguing. Either all of these interesting and important
problems can be solved reasonably by computer, or none of them can. Many of the
most talented theoretical computer scientists have worked on the problem, but to no
avail. Most of them believe that P != NP, meaning that the NP-complete problems
are inherently intractable, but no one knows for sure. In any case, showing that an
algorithmic problem is NP-complete is regarded as weighty evidence of its probable
intractability.

Some problems that have been shown to be in NP are not known to be either NP-
complete or in P. For many years the best-known example of this was the problem of
testing a number for primality; that is, asking whether it has any factors (numbers
that divide it exactly) other than 1 and itself. If the problem is phrased in a form
that asks whether the number is not a prime, there is an obvious short certificate in
case the answer is “yes” (that is, the number is not prime). The certificate is simply
a factor that is neither 1 nor the number itself. We check that it is indeed a factor by
a simple division. Thus, the nonprimality problem is easily seen to be in NP. On the
other hand, if the problem asks whether the number is a prime, it is far from obvious
that there is a short certificate.5 Nevertheless, almost 30 years ago the primality
problem was also shown to be in NP. Still, just as for all problems that are in NP but
are not known to be in P, there was always the nagging possibility that the primality
problem would turn out to be intractable.

The big surprise is that primality is in fact in P. Just shortly before this edition
of the book was completed, a remarkable polynomial-time algorithm for primality
was discovered (nicknamed the AKS algorithm, after the initials of its authors), thus
putting to rest one of the most interesting open problems in algorithmics. Chapters 11
and 12 contain more detailed discussions of prime numbers and their detection, and
some issues related to their centrality and importance in algorithmics.

! Imperfect Solutions to NP-Complete Problems

Many NP-complete decision problems are yes/no versions of what are sometimes
called combinatorial optimization problems. The traveling salesman problem is a
good example. Clearly, the problem of actually finding an optimal tour cannot be
tractable without the yes/no version being tractable too, since once we have found an
optimal tour we can easily check whether its overall length is no greater than a given
number K . For this reason, the original problem is also said to be NP-complete, and
thus, as far as current knowledge goes, it is intractable.

In some cases, however, we can solve optimization problems in ways that are less
than perfect, yet of considerable practical value. The algorithms designed for this
purpose are generically called approximation algorithms, and are based on the
assumption that in many cases a less than optimal tour is better than no tour at all,
and a timetable with a few constraint violations is better than no timetable at all.

5 In number-theoretic problems, the size of the input number is not that number itself but, rather, its
length in digits, which is on the order of the logarithm of the number.
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One type of approximation algorithm produces results that are guaranteed to be
“close” to the optimal solution. For example, there is a rather clever algorithm for
a certain version of the traveling salesman problem (where the graph is assumed to
represent a realistic two-dimensional map) that runs in cubic time and produces a
tour that is guaranteed to be no longer than 1.5 times the (unknown) optimal tour.
The guarantee, of course, is based on a rigorous mathematical proof. Actually, there
is a much less sophisticated algorithm that guarantees a tour of no longer than twice
the optimal tour, and which you might want to try constructing. It is based on finding
the minimal spanning tree (see Chapters 4 and 6) and traversing each edge in it twice.
(Why is the tour no longer than twice the optimum?)

Another approach to approximation yields solutions that are not guaranteed to
be always within some fixed range of the optimum, but to be very close to the op-
timum almost always. Here the analysis required is similar to that carried out for
the average-case performance of algorithms, and usually involves somewhat sophis-
ticated probability theory. For example, there is a fast algorithm for the traveling
salesman problem that for some input graphs might yield tours much longer than
the optimum. However, in the vast majority of cases the algorithm yields almost
optimal tours. This particular algorithm is based upon a heuristic, that is, rule of
thumb, whereby the graph is first partitioned into many local clusters containing
very few points each. One then finds the optimal tours within each of these, and
then combines them into a global tour by a method similar to the greedy algorithm
for the spanning tree problem.

Do NP-complete problems always admit fast approximation algorithms? If we
are willing to be slightly flexible in our requirements for optimality, can we be
sure to succeed? Well, this is a difficult question. People had harbored hopes that
powerful approximation algorithms could be found for most NP-complete problems
even without knowing the answer to the real P vs. NP question. The hope was that
we might be able to come close to the optimal result even though finding the true
optimum would still be beyond our reach. In recent years, however, this hope has
been delivered a crippling blow with the discovery of more bad news: for many
NP-complete problems (not all), approximations turn out to be no easier than full
solutions! Finding a good approximation algorithm for any one of these problems
has been shown to be tantamount to finding a good nonapproximate solution.6

This has the following striking consequence. Finding a good approximation al-
gorithm for one of these special NP-complete problems is enough to render all the
NP-complete problems tractable; that is, it would establish that P = NP. Put the
other way around, if P != NP, then not only do the NP-complete problems have no
good full solutions, but many of them can’t even be approximated!

As an example, consider the problem that asks for the minimal number of colors
required to color an arbitrary graph. Since this is NP-complete, researchers looked
for an approximation algorithm that would come close to the optimal number in a
polynomial amount of time. So perhaps there is a method, which, given an input
graph, finds a number that is never more than 10% or 20% larger than the minimal
number of colors needed to color the network. Well, it turns out that this is as hard
as the real thing. It has been shown that if any polynomial-time algorithm can find

6 These results are closely related to the powerful recent characterization of NP in terms of probabilistic
interaction, which we discuss in Chapter 12.
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a coloring that is within any fixed constant factor of the minimal number of colors
needed to color a graph, then there is a polynomial-time algorithm for the original
problem of finding the optimal number itself. This has the far-reaching consequence
just described: discovering a good approximation algorithm for coloring graphs is
just as difficult as showing that P = NP.

! !

! Provably Intractable Problems

Despite our inability to find reasonable solutions to the numerous NP-complete
problems, we are not sure that such solutions do not exist; for all we know, NP-
complete problems might have very efficient polynomial-time solutions. It should be
realized, however, that many problems (though not the NP-complete ones) have been
proved to be intractable, and these are not restricted only to ones (like the Towers
of Hanoi) whose outputs are unreasonably lengthy. Here are some examples.

Towards the end of Chapter 1 we discussed the problem of deciding whether,
given a board configuration of chess, White has a guaranteed winning strategy. As
you will have realized, the game tree for chess grows exponentially. In other words,
if we fix some initial configuration at the root of the tree and each node is extended
downwards by descendants corresponding to all possible next configurations, the
size of the tree, in general, becomes exponential in its depth. If we want to look N
moves ahead we might have to consider KN configurations, for some fixed number
K that is larger than 1.

This fact does not mean that chess, as a game, is intractable. In fact, since there
are only finitely many configurations in the entire game (albeit a very large number
of them) the winning strategy problem is not really an algorithmic problem, for
which we can talk about order-of-magnitude performance. The algorithmic prob-
lem commonly associated with chess involves a generalized version, where there
is a different game for each N , played on an N by N board, the set of pieces and
allowed moves being extended appropriately. Generalized chess, as well as gener-
alized checkers, has indeed been shown to have an exponential-time lower bound.
It is thus provably intractable.

In addition to these somewhat contrived generalizations of fixed-size games,
several very simple games whose initial configurations vary in size have also been
shown to have exponential-time lower bounds. One of them is called roadblock,
and is played by two players, Alice and Bob, on a network of intersecting roads,
each colored with one of three colors. (Roads may pass under others.) Certain
intersections are marked “Alice wins” or “Bob wins,” and each player has a fleet of
cars that occupy certain intersections. In his (or her) turn, a player moves one of his
cars along a stretch of road, all of whose segments must be of the same color, to a
new intersection, as long as no cars are met along the way. The winner is the first
player to reach one of his “win” intersections.

The algorithmic problem inputs the description of a network, with cars placed
at certain intersections, and asks whether Alice (whose turn it is) has a winning
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strategy. Figure 7.14 shows a roadblock configuration that Alice can win, no matter
what Bob does. (How?)

The roadblock problem has an exponential-time lower bound, meaning that there
is a constant number K (greater than 1) such that any algorithm solving the problem
takes time that grows at least as fast as KN , where N is the number of intersec-
tions in the network. In other words, while certain configurations might be easy to
analyze, there is no practical algorithmic method, and there never will be, for deter-
mining whether a given player has a guaranteed strategy for winning a roadblock
game. For the best algorithm we might design there will always be relatively small
configurations that will cause it to run for an unreasonable amount of time.

We should remark that these inherently exponential-time problems do not admit
the kind of short certificates that NP-complete problems do. Not only is it provably
difficult to tell whether there is a winning strategy for a roadblock player from a
given configuration, it is also impossibly time consuming to convince someone that
there is one, if there is.

! A Provably Intractable Satisfiability Problem

Another example of a provably intractable problem involves logical satisfiability.
Earlier, we met with the propositional calculus, a formalism that enables us to write
sentences consisting of logical combinations of basic assertions. A set of truth values
for the basic assertions determines a truth value for the sentence itself. A sentence
in the propositional calculus is thus “static” in nature—its truth depends only on the
present truth values of its constituents. In Chapter 5 we briefly discussed dynamic
logics, in which we are allowed to use the construct:

after(A, F)

where A is an algorithm and F is an assertion, or statement. It asserts that F is true
after A is executed. Here, of course, the truth of a sentence no longer depends only
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on the state of affairs at present, but also on the state of affairs after the algorithm is
executed.

One version of dynamic logic, called propositional dynamic logic (or PDL for
short), restricts the algorithms, or programs, allowed inside the after construct to be
combinations of unspecified elementary programs. Just as we can build up complex
assertions from basic assertion symbols, using &, !, ", and #, we can now build
up complex programs from basic program symbols, using programming constructs
such as sequencing, conditional branching, and iteration. Programs and assertions
are then combined using the after construct. The following is a sentence of PDL,
which states that E is false after the two programs inside the after are executed in
order:

after(while E do A end; if E then do B end, "E)

This sentence is always true, no matter what assertion E stands for, and no matter
what programs A and B stand for, even if B might have the ability to change E’s
truth value. You are encouraged to convince yourself of this fact.

The satisfiability problem for the propositional calculus is interesting because it
concerns the feasibility of reasoning about logical sentences of static nature. In the
same vein, the satisfiability problem for PDL is interesting because it concerns the
feasibility of reasoning about logical sentences of dynamic nature, involving pro-
grams and some of their most elementary properties. The satisfiability problem for
the propositional calculus is NP-complete, and is hence suspected to be intractable.
The satisfiability problem for PDL, on the other hand, has an exponential-time lower
bound, and is hence known to be intractable. There is no algorithmic method, and
there never will be, which can be used in practice to decide whether PDL sentences
can be made true. Any such algorithm will necessarily run for formidable amounts
of time on certain sentences of very reasonable size.

We should remark that all of the problems just described (chess, checkers, road-
block, and PDL) happen to admit exponential-time algorithms, so that we have
matching upper and lower bounds, and thus we know their tractability status ex-
actly; they are all inherently exponential-time problems.

! Problems That Are Even Harder!

This chapter has been based on the assumption that algorithmic problems whose best
algorithms are exponential in time are intractable. However, there are problems that
are even worse. Among these, some of the most interesting ones involve satisfiability
and truth determination in various rich logical formalisms.

We have already met with the propositional calculus and PDL, in which basic
assertions were simply symbols like E and F that could take on truth values. How-
ever, when statements are made about real mathematical objects, such as numbers,
we want the basic assertions to be more expressive. We would like to be able to
write X = 15, or Y + 8 > Z ; we would like to be able to consider sets of numbers
or other objects, and talk about all elements in a set; we would like to talk about the
existence of elements with certain properties, and so on. There are numerous logical
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formalisms that cater for such desires, and most interesting mathematical theorems,
conjectures, and statements can be written in them.

It is, therefore, natural that computer scientists seek efficient methods for deter-
mining whether sentences in such formalisms are true; this is one way to establish
absolute mathematical truth. Now, we know that satisfiability in the propositional
calculus most probably cannot be determined in less than exponential time, since the
problem is NP-complete, and that truth in PDL definitely cannot, since this prob-
lem is provably exponential. Several of the more elaborate formalisms are much
worse.

Consider the function 22N
which is 2 ! 2 ! . . . ! 2, with 2 appearing 2N times.

If N is 5 the value is well over a billion, while if N is 9 the value is much larger
than our friend, the number of protons in the known universe. The function 22N

,
of course, relates to the unreasonable 2N , just as 2N relates to the very reasonable
function N . It is therefore doubly unreasonable, and in fact is referred to as a double-
exponential. The triple-exponential function 222N

is defined similarly, as are all
the K -fold exponential-time functions 22···2N

with K appearances of 2.
Several formalisms have been shown to have lower bounds of double-exponential

time. Among these is a logic known as Presburger arithmetic, which allows us to
talk about positive integers, and variables whose values are positive integers. It also
allows the “+” operation, and the “=” symbol. We combine assertions using the
logical operations of propositional calculus, as well as the quantifiers existsX and
forallX . For example, the following formula states that there are infinitely many
even numbers, by stating that for every X there is an even Y that is at least as large
as X :

forallX existsY existsZ (X + Z = Y & existsW (W + W = Y ))

While truth in Presburger arithmetic is provably double-exponential, another for-
malism, called WS1S, is far worse. In WS1S we can talk not only about (positive)
integers, but also about sets of integers. We can assert that a set S contains an element
X by writing X " S.

! The following is a true formula of WS1S, stating that every even number is obtained by
adding 2 to 0 some number of times.

forallB ((0 " B & forallX (X " B # X + 2 " B))
# forallY (existsW (Y = W + W ) # Y " B))

It accomplishes this by asserting that any set B, which contains 0, and contains X + 2
whenever it contains X , must contain all even numbers.

WS1S is unimaginably difficult to analyze. It has actually been shown to admit no
K -fold exponential algorithm, for any K ! (Exclamation mark here, not factorial . . .)
This means that for any algorithm A that determines truth of WS1S formulas (and
there are such algorithms), and for any fixed number K , there will be formulas of
length N , for larger and larger N , that will require A to run for longer than 22···2N

time
units, with K appearances of 2. In such devastating cases we say that the decision
problem is provably nonelementary. Not only is it intractable, it is not even doubly
or triply intractable. Its time performance is worse than any K -fold exponential, and
we might justifiably say that it is of unlimited intractability.
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! Unreasonable Amounts of Memory Space

Although we have committed ourselves to concentrate on time performance, we must
spend a moment contemplating unreasonable memory-space requirements. There
are algorithmic problems that have been proven to have lower bounds of exponential
space. This means that any algorithm solving them will require, say, 2N memory
cells on certain inputs of size N . In fact, it can be shown that a consequence of a
double-exponential-time lower bound (like that of the truth problem for Presburger
arithmetic) is an exponential-space lower bound. Similarly, a nonelementary lower
bound on time (like that of truth in WS1S) implies a nonelementary lower bound
on space too.

These facts have striking consequences. If a problem has a 2N lower bound on
memory space, then for any algorithm there will be inputs of quite reasonable
size (less than 270, to be specific) that would require so much space for interme-
diate data that even if each bit were to be the size of a proton, the whole known
universe would not suffice to write it all down! The situation is clearly unimaginably
worse for nonelementary space bounds.

! !

! Research on Complexity Classes and Intractability

In the mid-1960s people began to realize the importance of obtaining polynomial-
time algorithms for algorithmic problems, and the significance of the dividing line
of Figure 7.6 became apparent. Ever since, the issues and concepts discussed in this
chapter have been the subject matter of intense and widespread research by many
theoretical computer scientists.

Every now and then, a polynomial-time algorithm or an exponential-time lower
bound is found for a problem whose tractable/intractable status was unknown. The
most striking recent example is primality testing, mentioned earlier. Another is
linear planning, better known as linear programming. Linear planning is a general
framework within which we can phrase many kinds of planning problems arising
in organizations where time, resources, and personnel constraints have to be met
in a cost-efficient way. The linear planning problem, it must be emphasized, is not
NP-complete, but the best algorithm that anyone was able to find for it was an
exponential-time procedure known as the simplex method. Despite the fact that
certain inputs forced the simplex method to run for an exponential amount of time,
they were rather contrived, and tended not to arise in practice; when the method
was used for real problems, even of nontrivial size, it usually performed very well.
Nevertheless, the problem was not known officially to be in P, nor was there a lower
bound to show that it wasn’t.

In 1979, an ingenious polynomial-time algorithm was found for the problem,
but it was something of a disappointment. The exponential-time simplex method
outperformed it in many of the cases arising in practice. Nevertheless, it did show
that linear programming is in P. Moreover, recent work based on this algorithm has
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produced more efficient versions, and people currently believe that before long there
will be a fast polynomial-time algorithm for linear planning, which will be useful
in practice for all inputs of reasonable size.

This kind of work is aimed at improving our knowledge about specific problems,
and is analogous to the search for efficient algorithms within P itself, as discussed
in Chapter 6.

Work of more general nature involves complexity classes such as P and NP
themselves. Here we are interested in identifying large and significant classes of
problems, all of which share inherent performance characteristics. Using the pre-
fix LOG for logarithmic, P for polynomial, EXP for exponential, and 2EXP for
double-exponential, we can write LOGTIME for the class of problems solvable
in logarithmic time, PTIME for the class called P above, PSPACE for the prob-
lems solvable with a polynomial amount of memory space, and so on. We can then
establish the following inclusion relations (where ! means “is a subset of”) (see
Figure 7.15):

LOGTIME ! LOGSPACE ! PTIME ! PSPACE

! EXPTIME ! EXPSPACE ! 2EXPTIME . . .

If we add the prefix N for “nondeterministic,” writing, for example, NPTIME for
NP, we obtain many more classes, and many interesting questions of the interrela-
tionships arise. For example, it is known that NP falls between PTIME and PSPACE,
but in many cases no one knows whether the ! symbols represent strict inclusions

EXPSPACE

Presburger arithmetic

Roadblock
(see Figure 7.14)

Monkey puzzles
(see Figure 7.1)

Salary summation (trivial) 
and

Testing primality (nontrivial)

Telephone book search
(see Figures 6.1 and 6.2)  

EXPTIME

PSPACE

PTIME

LOG
TIME

LOG
SPACE

NPC

co-NPTIME NPTIME

Figure 7.15

Some complexity
classes with sample
problems.
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or not. Is there a problem in PSPACE that is not in PTIME? If there is, we would
like to know which of the two inclusions in the following sequence is strict:

PTIME ! NPTIME ! PSPACE

The strictness of the first, of course, is just the P vs. NP problem.
We can also consider dual complexity classes, such as co-NP, for example, which

is the class of problems whose complement, or dual version (in which the “yes”
and “no” answers are interchanged) is in NP. It is not known, for example, whether
NP = co-NP. On the other hand, it is known that if NP "= co-NP, then also P "= NP.
The converse, however, is not true; it might be the case that NP and co-NP are equal,
while P and NP are not. Many other questions arise, for some of which the answers
are known, and for others they are not.

Another important area of research concerns approximate solutions, and solutions
guaranteed to be good on average. These are sought for even if a problem is known or
suspected to be intractable. Researchers are still trying to understand the connections
between a problem’s inherent worst-case time complexity, and the availability of
fast approximate solutions.

! !

Despite the rather disheartening nature of the facts discussed in this chapter, it
appears that most common problems arising in everyday applications of computers
can be solved efficiently. This statement is slightly misleading, however, since we
tend to equate “common” and “everyday” problems with those that we know how to
solve. In actuality, a growing number of problems arising in nontrivial applications
of computers turn out to be NP-complete or worse. In such cases, we have to
resort to approximation algorithms, or to probabilism and heuristics, as discussed
in Chapters 11 and 15.

Before we return to more cheerful material, however, there is worse news to come.
Some algorithmic problems admit no solutions at all, not even unreasonable ones.

! Exercises
7.1. (a) Carry out the recursive analysis described in the text for the procedure move (the

recursive procedure for solving the Towers of Hanoi problem).
(b) Prove a lower bound of 2N on the Towers of Hanoi problem.
(c) Calculate the time for Towers of Hanoi with 64 rings according to the following cost:

the N rings are of sizes 1 to N ; moving a ring of size i takes i time units.

7.2. (a) Redo the calculation of the number of arrangements for the monkey puzzle, for the
case where cards may be rotated.

(b) How long would an exhaustive search through all the arrangements you calculated in
part (a) take, assuming, as in the text, that one billion arrangements can be evaluated
every second (regardless of the number of cards such an arrangement contains)?

(c) Why is the suggestion that there might be an arrangement precisely when the number
of distinct cards is a multiple of 17 silly? (Hint: try constructing a different set with a
different number of cards, but with similar behavior.)
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7.3. For each of the following pairs of time complexities of algorithms A and B, find the least
positive integer N for which algorithm B is better than algorithm A:

A B

2(log2 N )3
N 10

3(log2 N )5
9(log2 N )3

N ! 5N

N N 100 ! N !
(N 2)! 18 ! N N 2

222N
200 ! (N 2)N 2

7.4. (a) The following table adds several lines to the table in Figure 7.7. Fill in the missing
entries.

Maximal number of cards solvable in one hour:

with today’s with computer with computer
Function computer 100 times faster 1000 times faster

log N A
(log N )2 B

2N 2
C

22N
D

(b) As in the above table, estimate the number of cards solvable in one hour by computers
10, 100 and 1000 times faster, but for the function N !, assuming 9 cards are solvable
in an hour with present computers.

7.5. (a) Explain why the naive solution to the traveling salesman problem described in the
text (considering all possible tours) has time complexity O(N !).

(b) Explain why the similarly naive solution to the Eulerian path problem given in the
text, has time complexity O((N 2)!), rather that O(N !) too.

(c) Prove the correctness of Euler’s algorithm and establish its time complexity.

7.6. (a) For each of the following formulas in the propositional calculus, determine whether
it is satisfiable, and if it is, find a satisfying truth assignment:
!1 : "E
!2 : ("E # "F # G) & E & F
!3 : (E & F) # ("E & "F)
!4 : (E # F) $ (E $ "F)
!5 : G & (E # F) & "(E & F) & (G $ E) & (G $ "F)
!6 : (E # F) & "(E & F) & (E $ G) & (G $ F)
!7 : ((E & F) # (E & "G)) & (("E & "F) # (E & G))

(b) What is the number of truth assignments to a given formula in the propositional
calculus with N distinct elementary propositions?

(c) Show that satisfiability of formulas of length N in the propositional calculus
can be checked in time O(2N ). What is the amount of space your algorithm
uses?

(d) Improve the algorithm you proposed in part (c) to answer for a given formula, how
many satisfying truth assignments it has. Are the time or space complexities of the
new algorithm any worse than those of the previous one?
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7.7. For each of the following formulas in propositional dynamic logic, determine if it is
always true (i.e., true in any initial assignment to the elementary propositions, and under
any interpretation of the basic programs):

!1 : after(A;B, E) ! after(A, after(B, E))
!2 : (after(A, E) & after(A, F)) ! after(A, E&F)
!3 : (after(A, E) & after(A, F ! E)) ! after(A, F)
!4 : (after(A, E) & (E ! F)) ! after(A, F)
!5 : (after(A, E) & after(A, E ! F)) ! after(A, F)
!6 : (after(if E then A else if F then A, E) & (E " F)) ! after(A, E)
!7 : (after(if E then A else (A;B), E) & after(A, E ! after(B, E)))

! after(A;B, E)
!8 : (after(while E do A, G) & after(while F do A, G))

! after(while E&F do A, G)
!9 : (after(while E do A, G) & after(while F do A, G))

! after(while E " F do A, G)

7.8. In this exercise “number” stands for “positive integer.”

(a) State informally the meaning of each of the following formulas in Presburger arith-
metic, and determine whether it is always true. Justify your answers.

"1 : forallX (X = 1 " existsY (X = Y + 1))
"2 : forallX forallY existsZ (X = Y + Z )
"3 : #forallX existsY existsZ (X = Y + Z )
"4 : existsX (X + X = X )
"5 : forallX forallY

((existsU (X = U + U ) & existsV (Y = V + V )) !
existsW (X + Y = W + W ))

"6 : existsX forallY (existsZ (Y = Z + Z ) " existsZ $ (X = Y + Z $))
(b) State in Presburger arithmetic the following facts, and determine their truth or falsity:

i. “The sum of any three odd numbers is even.”
ii. “Every number other than 1 is the sum of two numbers.”

iii. “There are infinitely many numbers divisible by 4.”
iv. “There are finitely many odd numbers divisible by 3.”

7.9. Prove that a map can be colored by two colors precisely when every border point touches
an even number of countries. (The “rest of the world” is considered to be a country too;
a country that touches a border point “twice” is counted twice too.)

7.10. Explain why the optimization version of the graph coloring problem (the problem of
finding the minimal number of colors required to color a given graph) is at least as hard
as the yes/no version (finding whether a given graph is K -colorable for a given K ).

7.11. In the text description reducing the Hamiltonian path problem to the traveling salesman
problem, a given graph G with N nodes is transformed into a corresponding network T .
Show that T admits a salesman tour of length at most N + 1 precisely when G contains
a Hamiltonian path.

Let G be a given undirected graph consisting of a set of nodes N and a set of edges E . A
subset N $ of the nodes N is called a vertex cover for G, if for every edge in E , at least
one of its endpoints is in N $. A subset N $ of the nodes N is called a dominating set for
G, if every node is either in N $ or is connected by some edge from E to a node in N $. A
subset N $ of the nodes N is called a clique of G, if every two nodes in N $ are connected
by some edge from E .
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The vertex cover problem is, given a graph G and a positive integer K , to find whether
there is a vertex cover for G with at most K nodes. Similarly, the dominating set problem
is, given a graph G and a positive integer K , to find whether there is a dominating set for
G with at most K nodes. The clique problem is, given a graph G and a positive integer
K , to find whether there is a clique of G with at least K nodes.

You are given the fact (which can be proved by reduction from the propositional
satisfiability problem) that the vertex cover problem is as hard as the NP-complete
problems.

7.12. (a) Show that the vertex cover problem is, in fact, NP-complete.
(b) Prove that the clique problem is NP-complete, using the NP-completeness of the

vertex cover problem to establish hardness.
(c) Prove that the dominating set problem is NP-complete, using the NP-completeness

of the vertex cover problem for showing hardness.
(d) Prove that the dominating set problem, when restricted to graphs G that are trees, is

solvable in polynomial time.
A tasks instance consists of a set T of tasks, a positive integer d(t) for every t in T ,
indicating the deadline of task t , and a (noncircular) set of precedence constraints on T of
the form “t precedes t !.” A schedule for the task instance is an arrangement of the tasks of
T in a sequence ! : t1, t2, . . . , tl (every task appears in the sequence precisely once), such
that all the precedence constraints are satisfied, that is, for any constraint “ti precedes t j ,”
the task ti precedes t j in ! , namely, i < j .

The task sequencing problem is, given a tasks instance and a positive integer K , to
find whether there exists a schedule ! as above, such that at most K tasks are overtime
(task ti is overtime if d(ti ) " i).

7.13. (a) Establish the NP-completeness of the task sequencing problem, using the NP-
completeness of the clique problem you proved in Exercise 7.12(b).

(b) Show that the task sequencing problem is solvable in polynomial time when restricted
to K = 0, i.e., when no overtime task is accepted.

(c) What is the complexity of the sequencing problem (i.e., can you show it to be solv-
able in polynomial time or is it NP-complete) when restricted to instances with no
precedence constraints at all?

7.14. Construct a precise version of the twice-optimal algorithm for the traveling salesman
problem hinted at in the text, and establish its correctness (i.e., show that it always
produces a correct tour that is no longer than twice the optimal one).

7.15. (a) Prove the following containments and equalities between complexity classes:
i. PTIME = co-PTIME.

ii. PTIME # NPTIME.
iii. NPSPACE # PSPACE.
iv. PSPACE = NPSPACE.

(b) Explain why your proof of the equality “PTIME = co-PTIME” in part (a) does not
work for showing “NPTIME = co-NPTIME.”

7.16. (a) Prove the following containments between complexity classes:
i. LOGTIME # LOGSPACE.

ii. LOGSPACE # PTIME.
iii. PTIME # PSPACE.
iv. NPTIME # PSPACE.
v. NPSPACE # EXPTIME.

(b) Show that a problem is provably time-nonelementary precisely when it is provably
space-nonelementary.
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7.17. How would you go about showing that the double-exponential-time lower bound on
determining truth in Presburger arithmetic implies an exponential-space lower bound on
the problem?

Multitudes, multitudes in the valley of decision

JOEL 4: 14


